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ANDES ARMCHAIR, DESIGNED BY: LUCA NICHETTO 

Andes is a new interpretation of classically elegant salon furniture – bearing all the hallmarks of a 
great Viennese tradition. The individual elements in this family can be positioned to spectacular 
effect, as required, to present a new face to the world. With a virtually limitless number of 
combinations possible, Andes’ personality adapts to its surroundings with countless individual 
configuration options.  

Available in a choice of two heights, the delicate metal structure gives the organically shaped 
cushions the appearance of floating. Perfectly handcrafted, the lines traced out by the dual piping 
bear Wittmann’s unmistakable signature. The seat provides a special feeling of gentle support thanks 
to the clever use of a high-quality pocket-spring core. In terms of coverings, a multiplicity of materials 
and colours create new and highly individualistic impressions – underscored by design details that 
only true handcraftsmanship can produce. 

The wide variety of potential groups of sofas and other elements now also includes an elegant, finely 
proportioned chair that is a perfect match for the Andes range. Like its larger family members, the 
chair comes in two seat heights, as well as different coverings and frame materials. 

Variants: 

- Armchair dimensions: W 91cm, D 80cm, H 63-67cm
- Seat height standard 42cm, 46cm on request for no additional fee
- Feet standard black grey powder coated, brass satin matt on request for no additional fee
- Piping standard like cover, on request black/cognac/mocca/sand leather, Guande

autumn/chestnut, Heather atlantic, Natural siena; other coloured leather available for
additional fee

Wittmann, a family-run Austrian company now in its fifth generation, produces exceptionally high-quality 
handmade upholstered designer furnishings. For more than 120 years, the Wittmann brand has been 
synonymous with precision, individuality and unparalleled handcraftsmanship. The company works with 
internationally acclaimed designers to create perfectly made furniture that adorns luxury private 
residences and features in out-of-the-ordinary projects for the hospitality, retail and office sectors 
worldwide. 
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